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Failure of prosthetic screws on 971 implants
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Abstract

Aim: To evaluate the presence of failures in prosthetic screws and whether these failures are
related to the type of prosthesis, abutment angulation and presence or not of intermediate.
Methods: Two-hundred and sixty-seven patients were evaluated at the Federal University of
Santa Catarina, totaling 971 external hexagonal implants in place for at least one year. A Tobit
regression model for censored variables was used and the explanatory variables were subjected
to percentage analysis. Results: The results demonstrated a relationship between the failure in
prosthetic screws and the investigated factors with a significance of F=0.003 and p<0.05. The
percentage analysis showed that the prosthetic screw failed in 8.82% of 238 unitary prostheses
and 10.1% of 773 multiple prostheses. Among 912 abutments, 9.43% failed and in the 59 angled
abutments, failures appeared in 15.25%. A total of 200 prostheses were placed over the implant
platform and 13% failed. A total of 771 prostheses were made over abutment and 8.95% of these
screws failed. Conclusions: Through multiple linear regression it could be concluded that the
type of prosthesis showed no significant influence on the prosthetic screw failure, but other
variables were related to this mechanical failure. There was a significant relationship among the
variables, demonstrating the need for greater attention in choosing the type of prosthesis, the
abutment angulation and whether the prosthesis will be placed directly on the implant platform or
on the abutment.

Keywords: dental implant-abutment design; /complications; prosthesis failure; dental prosthesis,
implant-supported. 

Introduction

It is evident that due to the high survival rates that the implant-supported
prostheses are fully accepted today as a reliable treatment option for the
replacement of single or multiple missing teeth1. However, some complications
are mentioned in several studies including screw loosening and screw, veneer,
abutment, framework and implant fractures, and fracture of the luting cement2.
Screw loosening is recognized as one of the most evident complications3, like
fractures of the veneering material4. The reasons for screw loosening include
fatigue, inadequate tightening torque, inadequate prosthesis fit, poorly machined
components, vibrating micro-movement and excessive loading2,5. External hexagon
connection systems have been considered more prone to screw loosening as a
result of their mechanical properties under dynamic load. To reduce some of
these complications, internal connection systems were developed to improve the
biomechanical properties of implant-abutment joints and have shown significant
biomechanical advantages over external-hex connection2.

The biomechanical behavior of implant-retained restorations, including the
screw, may be compromised by some factors6, such as type of prosthesis, the
abutment angulation and if the prostheses are placed directly on the implant
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platform or on the abutment. Regarding the type of prosthesis,
it is known that a single prosthesis allows for higher patient
satisfaction and also facilitates hygiene; however it presents
more possibilities of screw loosening7. Concerning the
abutment angulation, when a compensating strategy is
required this abutment may be used where aesthetics and
quantity of soft tissue allow. However, this abutment can
present more screw failures due to the small thread area that
often loses retention and produces cracks due to the low
amount of metal.

Placing a prosthesis connected directly to the implant
has advantages, including low cost, possibility to overcome
problems such as limited interocclusal spaces and the
possibility of correction of implant angulation error. However,
this abutment requires laboratory steps that may cause
implant/abutment misfit, which may result in screw loosening
and/or fracture6.

The aim of this research was to investigate if there is a
relationship between the screw failure and the type of prosthesis,
the abutment angulation and the presence or not of intermediate.

Material and methods

The present study was approved by the research ethics
committee of the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC,
Florianópolis, SC, Brazil) under number 367.077. All the
participants were briefed about the purpose and process of
the study and patient’s written consent was obtained. Data
was obtained from a 10-year retrospective study. The
researcher was calibrated. A total of 297 patients with implant-
supported prostheses, 1001 implants in total, were invited
to attend the dentistry department with the purpose of being
evaluated. The patients were rehabilitated with external
hexagon connection dental implants and with prosthesis in
function for at least 1 year. The screw torque ranged from 10
to 32 Ncm according to the manufacturer’s instructions and
the type of abutment. The cemented restorations were
cemented with zinc phosphate cement (Vigodent Coltene,
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil).

The inclusion criterion was patients with implant
reconstruction in function for at least 1 year that attended
the recall visits. Patients rehabilitated with internal hexagon
connection implants and morse tapper, as well as implants
supporting overdentures were excluded from the sample. Out
of 297 patients evaluated, 267 were selected according to
the inclusion and exclusion criteria, totaling 971 implants.

All the patients were enrolled in a follow-up program.
This provided the opportunity to check the patient every 6
months in the first year and then annually. The following
explanatory variables were assessed:

- Amount of implants
- Time in function
- Prosthesis type (single or multiple)
- Presence or absence of the intermediate
- Straight or angulated abutment
- Screw failure (fracture or loosening)

Statistical Analysis:
The collected data were submitted to frequency analysis,

for the evaluation of prosthetic screw failure percentage
(explained variable) in each explicative variable. Multiple
linear regression was applied to correlate the screw failure
with the explained variable and to confirm results the Tobit
regression method for censored variables.

Results

Frequency analysis
From the 971 implants, 238 were rehabilitated with single

prostheses and 733 with multiple prostheses, including partial
arch (168) and total arch (69). From this amount, 21 showed
prosthetic screw failure (8.82%) and 74 (10.1%), respectively.
From the evaluated 912 straight abutments, 86 (9.43%)
presented screw failure. From the 59 angled abutments, 9
(15.25%) failed. Two-hundred prostheses were made directly
on the implant platform, and from those 200, 26 (13%) had
screw failures. A total of 8 (8.95%) screw failures were observed
among the 771 prostheses placed on the abutment.

Multiple linear regression and Tobit method
The explicative variable ‘type of prosthesis’ had p=0.20,

the ‘presence or not of intermediate’, p=0.00020 and
‘angulation’ had p=0.00023 as may be seen in the Table 1.

By multiple linear regression, it may be stated that the
type of prosthesis did not show statistically significant
differences on the prosthetic screw failure, but other explicative
variables were related with this mechanical failure (p<0.05).

Both linear regression and the Tobit method showed
one f of significance lower than 5% (0.003), which prevents
rejecting the null hypothesis and turns the model valid.

The explanation percentage of the model was close in
both methods (1.8% in the linear regression and 1.76% in
Tobit), indicating that new variables can be incorporated to
the model to facilitate more learning.

The results demonstrated relationship between the
explained variable and the explanatory variables with a
significance of F 0.003 and p<0.05.

Discussion

Regarding the type of prosthesis, multiple prostheses
showed more screw failures (10.1%) compared with the single

Variables Failure percent p regression
Type of prosthesis Single prosthesis 8.95% 0.20383892

Multiple prosthesis 10.10%
Intermediate Straight abutments 9.43% 0.000205617

Angled abutments 15.25%
Angulation Directly on the platform 13% 0.000232897

Over the abutment 8.95%

Table 1:Table 1:Table 1:Table 1:Table 1: Overview of screw failures - Percentage analysis
and multiple linear regression
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prosthesis (8.82%), contradicting what is found in the
literature. This may be explained since the number of multiple
prostheses (773) was larger than the single ones (238).
Pjetursson et al.1, showed in a systematic review that 5.6%
of single crowns and 4% of fixed dental prostheses (FDPs)
presented screw loosening and 0.3% to 0.8% screw fractures
in 5 years, respectively. Glauser et al.7, observed 5.55% of
screw loosening in single crowns and Bambini et al.8, 9.37%,
close to the results of this study. The third most common
technical complication of FDPs found by Pjetursson et al.4

was abutment or occlusal screw loosening. The cumulative
complication rate after 5 years follow-up was 5.3%.

The angled abutments had more screw failures (15.25%)
than the straight ones (9.43%), probably due to the small area
of contact between the screw thread and the abutment. Another
possibility described in the literature is the masticatory force,
which is not distributed on the long axis of the implant, but
can be questioned due to the occlusal force exerted axially
on the prosthetic screw. When compressive occlusal loads are
applied along the implant axis, a torsional force that may
increase the risk of screw loosening or fracture is created.
Compared with a straight abutment, a 15º to 25º abutment
angulation increased the micromotion level by 30 percent.
This micromotion may explain the screw failure9. However,
not a single screw failure occurred in a study with 2261 implants
evaluated for 96 months10.

The restorations placed directly on the implant generated
more failures (15,25%) compared with the 8.95% on
abutments. These results are confirmed by Montero et al.6

that connected 10.8% of screw failure of reconstructions to
UCLA castable abutments. These findings may be explained
by the reduction of the torque values after casting procedures
and the presence of roughness and irregularities on the contact
surface2. The misfit between implant and abutment increases
stress on the screw and results in metal fatigue failure and
screw loosening10-11. Even the smallest misfit could result in
changes in screw geometry and cause incidence of strain on
the screws12. However, Junqueira’s et al study demonstrated
that mechanical cycling reduced the torque of abutments
without significant difference between cast or pre-machined
UCLA abutments (p=0.908)13.

The statistical analysis indicated that new variables may
be included in the model for further learning. This mechanical
failure may be related with other variables like the length of
the crown, type of antagonist, initial preload or torque value,
time in place, veneering material and overload. The
relationship between these variables and the prosthetic screw
failure should be availed.

The change of screw material from titanium to gold, the
use of defined screw fixation torques and implants with
internal connections led to significant lowering of screw
loosening1,9. Another alternative to reduce the screw
loosening is the conical spring washer that extends its
resistance to loosening14-16.

It was concluded that the presence or absence of
intermediate and the abutment angulation are directly related
to prosthetic screw failure in implant-supported prostheses,

and the type of prosthesis has no significant relation with
the presence of faults. Considering the outstanding need of
similar studies with sample quantities and control over
external factors, these results are considered highly significant.
Due to the consequences generated by mechanical failures
it is important to consider these factors in the prognosis of
rehabilitation treatment.
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